
Tailoring 
Guide

Unique tailoring solutions for your brand



A uniform is more than a piece of clothing. 
It is a sense of belonging, bringing people 
together and harmonising teams. The 
uniform you choose can empower people 
and allows individuals to feel confident 
and comfortable within the workplace.

Choosing corporate wear for your team 
doesn’t need to be stressful. This guide 
is designed to help save you time and 
resources by using various solutions that 
fit your budget and your brand.

Choose from stock

Choosing tried and tested 
styles and changing the fabric, 
trims, lining and buttons

Go completely bespoke

If you have a small team and need a tailoring 
solution that is tried, tested and designed to 
perform for your industry, we have a wide range 
of styles and fabrics for you to choose from. 

There are no minimum quantities and your 
tailoring can be despatched on the same day. 
It is also a great solution if you have a turnover 
of staff. If you have a new starter, you can be 
assured that you can quickly order your uniform.

If you are looking for a completely bespoke 
look, we understand the dynamics of your 
brief from the fabric,  raw materials, design, 
sampling, manufacturing, environmental 
impacts and quality assurance through to the 
necessity of timely logistics. 

We can create your full look from shirts to soft 
shells, knitwear to coats - saving you time and 
money by using one supplier to manage the 
whole process. 

If you do not want the challenge of creating a 
completely bespoke uniform and spending 
months conducting wearer trials, we have 
developed a brilliant solution which gives you 
the freedom of using tried and tested styles and 
fabric bases. Once you have picked your styles 
and fabrics, you can change lapels, pockets 
and linings to make a garment which works with 
your brand. Whether you are trying to create a 
heritage look or a strong look with impact, we 
have developed solutions for you.

We offer a flexible service that 
allows you to create tailoring that 
works for your team and your 
brand. Whether there are 10,000 
people in your team or just 1 
person, we have a solution for you. 

clubclasscorporatewear.co.uk
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C
hoose your style

Step 01

Choose 
your style

Step 01 

Choose a style 
for your team

Step 02 

Choose your 
fabric base

Step 03 

Choose your 
fabric colours

Step 04 

Choose your trims 
and features

From a team of 10,000 wearers to 1 
uniform needed next day, we have 
uniform options for you whatever your 
size of company.

Want a unique uniform but don't want the stress of a completely 
bespoke uniform? You can use our tried and tested existing style 
catalogue to create a uniform that is tailored to your brand regardless 
of your budget. We have a wide range of tailoring styles and fabric 
bases to choose from, designed to suit a range of industries. 

Choose from a range of styles 
designed to suit a range of wearers so 
that everyone can feel comfortable in 
the workplace. Our styles have been 
worn by thousands of wearers across 
the UK and Europe for years so you 
can feel confident in your choice. 

Don't see a style you like? Don’t worry, 
we can manufacture any style you like, 
however minimum quantities will apply.

Once you’ve picked your styles for 
your team, you will then need to 
think about the fabric. The fabric 
needs to work hard for your working 
environment. We have a range of tried 
and tested fabric bases that will work 
in your industry.

Once you’ve picked your fabric base, 
you can then choose from a range of 
fabric designs from a Prince of Wales 
check to a Sharkskin to a Semi Plain 
Dot design. You can then choose 
colours to suit your brand, or you 
may want to elect to use our in stock 
fabrics of black, navy and charcoal.

To start to personalise your team’s 
tailoring, you can even look at 
coloured linings, changing the lapel 
colours and stitch details. Some 
brands even add motivational 
phrases into the lining so when your 
team put on their jacket, they feel 
ready for the working day.



Need to see a sample?
No problem all the styles are in stock ready 

Side Vents Side Vents Centre Vents2 Button Fastening 2 Button Fastening 2 Button Fastening Notch Lapel  Notch Lapel  Peak Lapel

Classic Fit Regular Fit Slim Fit

Evolution Collection * Limehouse Jacket
Endurance Collection Not available
Envee Collection Ravel Jacket 
Everyone Collection Farringdon Jacket
Endurance P.V Collection Titanium Jacket
Events Collection   Not available

Evolution Collection Tooting Jacket
Endurance Collection Not available
Envee Collection Strauss Jacket 
Everyone Collection Aldgate Jacket
Endurance P.V Collection Not available
Events Collection   Not available

Evolution Collection Not available
Endurance Collection Docklands Jacket
Envee Collection Not available 
Everyone Collection Not available
Endurance P.V Collection Steel Jacket
Events Collection   Not available

This jacket is available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a range of chest sizes with 
a range of  short, regular, and long lengths

*Please note the Limehouse Jacket has a centre vent

This jacket is available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a range of chest sizes with 
a range of  short, regular, and long lengths

Designed to create a classic silhouette, this is our 
most generous fit allowing for ease of movement 
and extra comfort.

The regular fit has a tailored fit yet still allowing for 
ease of movement and comfort throughout the 
working day.

Cut close to the body for a slim silhouette, it is fitted 
through the shoulder, chest and waist.

Style Options 

Mens Jackets and Waistcoats

This jacket is available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a range of chest sizes with 
a range of  short, regular, and long lengths

Very 
popular 

style
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Fabric Back 5 Button Fastening

Waistcoat Create your own

Evolution Collection Bond Waistcoat
Endurance Collection Ritz Waistcoat
Envee Collection Sibelius Waistcoat 
Everyone Collection Borough Waistcoat
Endurance P.V Collection Boron Waistcoat
Events Collection  * Oval Waistcoat

This waistcoat is available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a regular length and a range 
of chest sizes

Designed to create a classic silhouette, the 
waistcoat comes in a generous fit allowing for 
comfort and ease of movement. 

Contact our team to discuss 
making a bespoke garment

*Please note the Oval Waistcoat in the Events collection 
has a lining back with a strap and buckle



Style Options 

Mens Trousers

Half Top
Lined

Half Top
Lined

2 Jetted 
Back Pockets

2 Jetted 
Back Pockets

Flat 
Front

Single 
Pleat

French 
Bearer

French 
Bearer

Tailored Fit

Evolution Collection Soho Trousers
Endurance Collection Not available
Envee Collection Wagner Trousers
Everyone Collection Harrow Trousers 
 Also available with a flexible  
 waistband  for extra comfort  
 known as the Putney Trousers 
Endurance P.V Collection Tungsten Trousers
Events Collection  * Olympia Trousers

These trousers are available in the below collections ready 
for you to order in a range of waist sizes and short, regular, 
long and unfinished lengths

Cut with a little extra room at the seat and a neatly 
tapered leg. These trousers provide definition without 
the restriction.

*Please note the Olympia Trousers features a D ring on the waistband  
which is very handy for attaching till cards or ID cards.

Classic Fit

Evolution Collection Westminster Trousers
Endurance Collection* Principle Trousers 
 Stanford Trousers **
Envee Collection Not available 
Everyone Collection Not available
Endurance P.V Collection Stone Trousers 
 Stone Trousers also available  
 with a flexible waistband for  
 extra comfort
Events Collection   Not available

These trousers are available in the below collections ready 
for you to order in a range of waist sizes and short, regular, 
long and unfinished lengths

A classic fit means the trousers provide plenty 
of room through the waist and leg.

*Please note the Principle Trousers has 1 jetted back pocket. 
These trousers are also available in a Morning Stripe Fabric
which works great for ceremonial sectors

** The Stanford Trousers are flat front trousers

Half Top
Lined

2 Welted 
Back Pockets

Flat 
Front

French 
Bearer

Slim Fit

Evolution Collection Leyton Trousers
Endurance Collection Not available
Envee Collection Puccini Trousers
Everyone Collection Edgware Trousers
Endurance P.V Collection Not available
Events Collection Not available

These trousers are available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a range of waist sizes and 
short, regular, long and unfinished lengths

These slim fit trousers will give you definition as 
they sit close to your legs with a tapering effect.

Create your own
Contact our team to discuss 
making a bespoke garment

Need to see a sample?
No problem all the styles are in stock 

Need more detail?
No problem, full specifications can be provided



Style Options 

Ladies Jackets and Waistcoats

2 Internal 
Pockets

 Notch 
Lapel

Classic Fit

Evolution Collection Not available 
Endurance Collection Bankside Jacket
Envee Collection Not available 
Everyone Collection Not available
Endurance P.V Collection Not available
Events Collection Not available

This jacket is available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a range of chest sizes 
and petite, regular, long  lengths

Designed to create a classic silhouette allowing for 
ease of movement and extra comfort throughout 
the working day..

4 Panel Back 
Detail

Plain Back 2 Button 
Fastening

 Tulip Lapel With 
AMF details

Tailored Fit

Evolution Collection Islington Jacket
Endurance Collection Not available 
Envee Collection Smyth Jacket 
Everyone Collection Bloomsbury Jacket
Endurance P.V Collection Not available 
Events Collection Not available

This jacket is available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a range of chest sizes 
and petite, regular, long  lengths

Create a smart silhouette in an instant with this 
single-breasted tailored jacket, with 4 panel 
back detailing designed to flatter the waist.

Centre Back 
Vent

2 Button 
Fastening

Peak
Lapel

Modern Fit

Evolution Collection Temple Jacket
Endurance Collection Not available
Envee Collection Larsen Jacket 
Everyone Collection Finchley Jacket
Endurance P.V Collection Diamond Jacket
Events Collection Not available

This jacket is available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a range of chest sizes 
and petite, regular, long  lengths

Tailored to perfection, the jacket features peak 
lapels and elegant waist-cinching darts.

Need to see a sample?
No problem all the styles are in stock 

Cropped Jacket

Evolution Collection Not available
Endurance Collection Not available
Envee Collection Mendelssohn Jacket 
Everyone Collection Not available
Endurance P.V Collection Titanium Jacket
Events Collection Not available

This jacket is available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a range of chest sizes 
and petite, regular, long  lengths

Impeccably cut, the cropped jacket  is an 
elegant take on suiting designed to flatter the 
waist with 4 panels back detailing.

Back Waist Seam 
With Darts

2 Button 
Fastening

 Notch 
Lapel

Waistcoat Create your own

Evolution Collection Strand Waistcoat
Endurance Collection Adelphi Waistcoat
Envee Collection Mahler Waistcoat 
Everyone Collection Poplar Waistcoat
Endurance P.V Collection Porcelain Waistcoat
Events Collection Wimbledon Waistcoat

This waistcoat is available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a regular length and a range 
of chest sizes.

Designed to create a classic yet flattering 
silhouette, allowing for comfort and ease of 
movement throughout the working day.

Contact our team to discuss 
making a bespoke garment

Fabric Back 4 Button Fastening

*Please note the  Wimbledon Waistcoat in the Events collection 
has lining back with a strap and buckle

Looks 
great with 

dresses



Style Options 

Ladies Dresses and Skirts

Fully 
Lined

Knee 
Length

Shoulder 
Darts

Capped 
Sleeves

2 Zip 
Pockets

Evolution Collection Sloane Dress
Endurance Collection Not Available
Envee Collection Schumann Dress 
Everyone Collection Primrose Dress
Endurance P.V Collection Not Available
Events Collection Not Available

This dress  is available in the below collections ready 
for you to order in a range of sizes.

Shoulder Dart Dress
A fitted style with elegant waist-cinching darts 
designed to flatter any figure.

Capped Sleeve Dress

Evolution Collection Not available
Endurance Collection Not available
Envee Collection Strozzi Dress 
Everyone Collection Not available
Endurance P.V Collection Not available
Events Collection Not Available

This dress is available in the below collections ready 
for you to order in a range of sizes.

V neck design with a fitted silhouette and an A-line 
shape over the hips and capped sleeves.

Zip Pocket Dress

Evolution Collection Not Available
Endurance Collection Not Available
Envee Collection Leonarda Dress
Everyone Collection Not Available
Endurance P.V Collection Not Available
Events Collection Not Available

This dress is available in the below collections ready 
for you to order in a range of sizes.

A smart practical dress with a fitted silhouette 
and short sleeves. 2 handy zip pockets make 
this dress a popular choice

Fully 
Lined

Fully 
Lined

Knee 
Length

Knee 
Length

Popular
Style

Need to see a sample?
No problem all the styles are in stock 

2 Zip 
Pockets

Fully 
Lined

Fully 
Lined

Front seam 
detail

Knee 
Length

Centre
Vent

Pencil Skirt

Evolution Collection Angel Skirt
Endurance Collection * Astoria Skirt
Envee Collection Caccini Skirt 
Everyone Collection * Holborn Skirt
Endurance P.V Collection Not available
Events Collection Not Available

This skirt is available in the below collections ready for 
you to order in a range of regular and long lengths

The classic formal skirt remains a true hero 
piece. Shaped with a figure skimming fit, this 
chic skirt sits just above the knee.

Pencil Skirt with 2 Zips

Evolution Collection Not available
Endurance Collection Not available
Envee Collection Not available
Everyone Collection Not available
Endurance P.V Collection Cobalt Skirt
Events Collection Not Available

This skirt is available in the below collections ready for 
you to order in a range of regular and long lengths

A classic skirt but with 2 very practical zip 
pockets. A figure flattering shape that sits just 
above the knee.

Create your own
Contact our team to discuss 
making a bespoke garment

* Please note the Holborn Skirt has a bungee loop

** Please note the Astoria skirt has no front seam detail
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Step 02

Choose 
your fabric

Style Options 

Ladies Trousers

No back 
pockets

Key 
Loop

Cash 
Pocket

Classic Fit

Evolution Collection * Regent Trousers
Endurance Collection ** Chelsea Trousers
Envee Collection Leon Trousers
Everyone Collection Finsbury Trousers
Endurance P.V Collection Not Available
Events Collection Not Available

These trousers are available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a range of waist sizes and 
petite, regular, long and unfinished lengths

 A flattering straight-leg trouser in a wearable 
comfortable classic fit with a mid rise.

Create your own
Contact our team to discuss 
making a bespoke garment

Slim Fit

Evolution Collection Pentonville Trousers
Endurance Collection Not Available
Envee Collection King Trousers
Everyone Collection Chiswick Trousers
Endurance P.V Collection Not Available
Events Collection Not Available

These trousers are available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a range of waist sizes and 
petite, regular, long and unfinished lengths

These slim fit trousers will give you beautiful definition 
as they sit close to your legs flattering your shape.

Non functional 
back pocket welts

2 Front 
Pockets

Zip Cash 
Pocket

HEM 
WIDTH

16cm

HEM 
WIDTH
22.3 cm

* Please note the Regent trouser does not have a key loop

** Please note the Chelsea trouser has belt loops and no key loop

Tailored Fit

Evolution Collection  * Kensington Trousers
Endurance Collection ** Camden Trousers
Envee Collection  Wolfe Trousers
Everyone Collection  Maidavale Trousers
Endurance P.V Collection Quartz Trousers
Events Collection Ascot Trousers

These trousers are available in the below collections 
ready for you to order in a range of waist sizes and 
petite, regular, long and unfinished lengths

Cut with a little extra room around the top of the leg 
and a neatly tapered leg to elongate the leg length.

Key 
Loop

Non functional 
back pocket welts

2 Front 
Pockets

Popular
Style

HEM 
WIDTH
19.5 cm

* Please note the Kensington trouser does not have a key loop
** Please note the Camden trouser does not have a key loop



Evolution Collection 
Islington Jacket
Charcoal
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hoose your fabric

Fabric Base 

Evolution Collection

B
la

ck

The below patterned fabrics can
be created in your chosen colours

The below fabrics are in stock and 
available for you to order with no MOQ’s

This hard wearing sustainable fabric made 
from recycled polyester, wool and lycra is 
currently worn by tens of thousands of happy 
teams across multiple sectors.

C
ha

rc
oa

l
N

av
y

Comfortable
 
Sustainability
 
Durable
 
Easy to wash and look after

A versatile twill construction using high twist yarns that 
ensures the uniform looks good all day, every day. 

The polyester used is made 
from recycled plastic bottles

64 % Recycled Polyester
34 % Wool
2 % Lycra Weft Stretch

Add a finish to the fabric which has anti bacterial properties 
designed to kill viruses within 2 hours including coronavirus.

Currently worn everyday in 
a wide range of sectors such as

Fabric Details

Add an anti-bacteria finish

How the fabric performs

Fabric Weight
315 Grams Per Linear Metre

Prince of Wales Check
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Modern Check
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Semi Plain 
Sharkskin Effect
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Semi Plain Pin Dot
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Semi Plain Micro Effect
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Hospitality Leisure and Airlines
Bus, Rail and Road
Office and Retail
Events and Promotion
Ceremonial
Academy and Sixth Form

R
ef#

B
lend

C
ount

W
eight

Finish

: w
a208343_e5

: W
ool /Lycra  X

 64/34/2
: 2/64N

M
 X

 2/64N
M

: 306 G
LM

: W
eft Stretch 

Ref#
Blend
Count
Weight
Finish

: wa208338_c3
: Wool /Lycra  X 64/34/2
: 2/64NM X 2/64NM
: 306 GLM
: Weft Stretch Ref#

Blend
Count
Weight
Finish

: wa208341_d8
: Wool /Lycra  X 64/34/2
: 2/64NM X 2/64NM
: 306 GLM
: Weft Stretch 

R
ef#

B
lend

C
ount

W
eight

Finish

: w
a208342_a1

: W
ool /Lycra  X

 64/34/2
: 2/64N

M
 X

 2/64N
M

: 306 G
LM

: W
eft Stretch 
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Envee Collection 
Strauss Mens Slim Fit Jacket
Puccini Mens Slim Fit Trousers
Navy Dot

Larsen Ladies Tailored Fit Jacket
King Ladies Slim Fit Trousers
Navy Dot

Fabric Base 

Envee Collection

The below fabrics are in stock and 
available for you to order with no MOQ’s

Designed for movement this bi-stretch 
fabric is crafted in a way to enhance its 
stretch beyond that typically found in 
corporate wear. 

The bi-stretch construction in the warp and the weft of the 
fabric makes this amongst the most comfortable tailoring to 
be found anywhere in the corporate sector. 

68 % Recycled Polyester
28 % Viscose
4 % Lycra Weft Stretch

Currently worn everyday in 
a wide range of sectors such as

Fabric Details

Fabric Weight
420 Grams Per Linear Metre

Hospitality Leisure and Airlines
Office and Retail
Ceremonial

B
la

ck
N

av
y 

D
ot

G
re

y 
D

ot
N

av
y

Comfortable
 
Sustainability
 
Durable
 
Easy to wash and look after

How the fabric performs

Add a finish to the fabric which has anti bacterial properties 
designed to kill viruses within 2 hours including coronavirus.

Add an anti-bacteria finish

The polyester used is made 
from recycled plastic bottles

The below patterned fabrics can
be created in your chosen colours

Prince of Wales Check
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Modern Check
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Semi Plain 
Sharkskin Effect
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Semi Plain Pin Dot
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Semi Plain Micro Effect
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

R
ef#

B
lend

C
ount

W
eight

Finish

: pt215031_b2
: V

iscose /Lycra  X
 68/28/4

: 2/40N
E X

 2/40N
E

: 412 G
LM

: B
i Stretch 

R
ef#

B
lend

C
ount

W
eight

Finish

: pt215033_c2
: V

iscose /Lycra  X
 68/28/4

: 2/40N
E X

 2/40N
E

: 412 G
LM

: B
i Stretch 

Ref#
Blend
Count
Weight
Finish

: pt215055_d3
: Viscose /Lycra  X 68/28/4
: 2/40NE X 2/40NE
: 412 GLM
: Bi Stretch 

Ref#
Blend
Count
Weight
Finish

: pt215053_f2
: Viscose /Lycra  X 68/28/4
: 2/40NE X 2/40NE
: 412 GLM
: Bi Stretch 

Ref#
Blend
Count
Weight
Finish

: pt215025_e8
: Viscose /Lycra  X 68/28/4
: 2/40NE X 2/40NE
: 412 GLM
: Bi Stretch 
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Everyone Collection 
Primrose Dress
Charcoal

Fabric Base 

Everyone Collection

This superb one way stretch fabric is 
designed to be worn every day, everywhere 
by everyone.  It is truly durable and a popular 
choice for a wide range of industries.

Everyone is a plain weave poly viscose lyrca 
fabric with a high level of performance.

69 % Recycled Polyester
29 % Viscose
2 % Lycra Weft Stretch

Currently worn everyday in 
a wide range of sectors such as

Fabric Details

Fabric Weight
315 Grams Per Linear Metre

Hospitality Leisure and Airlines
Bus, Rail and Road
Office and Retail
Events and Promotion
Ceremonial
Academy and Sixth Form
Facilities Management

Comfortable
 
Sustainability
 
Durable
 
Easy to wash and look after

How the fabric performs

The polyester used is made 
from recycled plastic bottles

Add a finish to the fabric which has anti bacterial properties 
designed to kill viruses within 2 hours including coronavirus.

Add an anti-bacteria finish

B
la

ck

The below patterned fabrics can
be created in your chosen colours

The below fabrics are in stock and 
available for you to order with no MOQ’s

C
ha

rc
oa

l
N

av
y

Prince of Wales Check
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Modern Check
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Semi Plain 
Sharkskin Effect
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Semi Plain Pin Dot
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

Semi Plain Micro Effect
Choose your own base 
colour and decorative colours

B
la

ck
C

ha
rc

oa
l

R
ef#

B
lend

C
ount

W
eight

Finish

: pt215034_d3
: V

iscose /Lycra  X
 69/29/2

: 2/30N
E X

 1/14N
E

: 329 G
LM

: W
eft Stretch 

Ref#
Blend
Count
Weight
Finish

: pt215056_d1
: Viscose /Lycra  X 69/29/2
: 2/30NE X 1/14NE
: 329 GLM
: Weft Stretch 

Ref#
Blend
Count
Weight
Finish

: pt215054_f3
: Viscose /Lycra  X 69/29/2
: 2/30NE X 1/14NE
: 329 GLM
: Weft Stretch 

Ref#
Blend
Count
Weight
Finish

: pt215026_d7
: Viscose /Lycra  X 69/29/2
: 2/30NE X 1/14NE
: 329 GLM
: Weft Stretch 

R
ef#

B
lend

C
ount

W
eight

Finish

: pt215032_b3
: V

iscose /Lycra  X
 69/29/2

: 2/30N
E X

 1/14N
E

: 329 G
LM

: W
eft Stretch 
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Endurance Collection
Docklands Classic Fit Jacket 
Black

Fabric Base 

Endurance Collection

The below fabrics are in stock and 
available for you to order with no MOQ’s

A fabric with sustainability and durability at its 
core. This recycled polyester wool blend has 
tens of thousands of happy wearers. A fantastic 
choice for more demanding sectors such as 
bus, road and rail sectors .

Endurance Poly Wool, the most established of all our 
collections is a 2/2 Twill with an elegant look that will last.  

70 % Recycled Polyester
30 % Wool

Currently worn everyday in 
a wide range of sectors such as

Fabric Details

Fabric Weight
360 Grams Per Linear Metre

B
la

ck
C

ha
rc

oa
l

N
av

y
G

re
y 

S
tr

ip
e

Pick any colour 
you like

If you don't see a colour you like 
you can create your own colour 
fabric using the tried and tested 
fabric base.

Minimum order quantities of 
1000m will apply. 

Bus, Rail and Road
Ceremonial
Facilities Management

Comfortable
 
Sustainability
 
Durable
 
Easy to wash and look after

How the fabric performs

Add a finish to the fabric which has anti bacterial properties 
designed to kill viruses within 2 hours including coronavirus.

Add an anti-bacteria finish

The polyester used is made 
from recycled plastic bottles
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Endurance P.V. Collection
Mens Titanium Tailored Jacket
Mens Stone Easy Waist Tailored Trousers
Charcoal

Ladies Diamond Tailored Jacket
Ladies Quartz Tailored Trousers
Charcoal

Fabric Base 

Endurance P.V. Collection

The below fabrics are in stock and 
available for you to order with no MOQ’s

A fabric from the same stable as the Endurance 
Collection substituting wool for viscose for a more 
budget friendly alternative. 

Endurance P.V. traded wool for viscose but has no lack of 
performance. This is a 2/2 Twill fabric constructed to stand 
up to the more active and demanding roles.

67 % Recycled Polyester
33 % Viscose

Currently worn everyday in 
a wide range of sectors such as

Fabric Details

Fabric Weight
360 Grams Per Linear Metre

B
la

ck
C

ha
rc

oa
l

N
av

y

Pick any colour 
you like

Bus, Rail and Road
Ceremonial
Facilities Management

Comfortable
 
Sustainability
 
Durable
 
Easy to wash and look after

How the fabric performs

Add a finish to the fabric which has anti bacterial properties 
designed to kill viruses within 2 hours including coronavirus.

Add an anti-bacteria finish

The polyester used is made 
from recycled plastic bottles

If you don't see a colour you like 
you can create your own colour 
fabric using the tried and tested 
fabric base.

Minimum order quantities of 
1000m will apply. 
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Step 03

Choose 
your fabric
colours

Fabric Base 

Events Collection

The below fabrics are in stock and 
available for you to order with no MOQ’s

Ideal for the demanding environments of 
hospitality. The fabric is designed to look great 
day in, day out, wash after wash. 

100 % Super Fine Natural Stretch Polyester

Currently worn everyday in 
a wide range of sectors such as

Fabric Details

Fabric Weight
280 Grams Per Linear Metre

Events and Promotion
Hospitality

B
la

ck

Pick any colour 
you like

If you don't see a colour you 
like you can create your own 
colour fabric using the tried 
and tested fabric base.

Minimum order quantities of 
1000m will apply. 

Comfortable
 
Sustainability
 
Durable
 
Easy to wash and look after

How the fabric performs

Add a finish to the fabric which has anti bacterial properties 
designed to kill viruses within 2 hours including coronavirus.

Add an anti-bacteria finish



Step 04

Changing
trims and 
features
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C
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s and features

Fabric Colours 

Add your brand colours to your fabric design to add 
personality to your tailoring. Whether you are looking for 
a heritage look or a bold retail look, use the below designs 
and apply your own colours.

Pick any colours 
you like

Base colour 1 Base colour 1Base colour 1 Base colour 1

Base colour 2 Base colour 2 Base colour 2

The Prince of Wales Check can 
have 2 base colours and up to 3 
decorative colours. 

Choose 2 base colours that 
contrast against each other to 
create the pin dot effect.

Choose 2 base colours that 
contrast against each other to 
create the micro effect.

Choose a base colours and up to 2 
decorative colours that will work 
well with your brand.

Decorative Colour 1

Decorative Colour 1

Decorative Colour 2

Decorative Colour 2

Decorative Colour 3

Unsure what colours to use, our expert fabric teams will 
be able to guide you and are on hand to assist you with 
any questions you might have.

Base colour 1

Base colour 2

Choose 2 base colours that 
contrast against each other to 
create the sharkskin effect.

Semi Plain Pin Dot Semi Plain Micro EffectModern CheckPrince of Wales Check Semi Plain 
Sharkskin Effect



Linings

Add personality to your jacket, skirt or 
dress using coloured linings. Simply tell 
us your brand colour and we can help 
you select tonal colours.

You can even print your brand logo or even 
a brand value onto the lining so that when 
your team put on their garment they feel 
empowered and part of the team.

100% Polyester

Stretch linings are used with the Envee 
Collection to enhance movement.

Stretch linings can be requested 
however MOQ will apply

Lining Composition

Stretch Linings

Pick any colour you like

Adding pattern and print

How the linings perform

Crease Resistant
 
Breathable
 
Strong and Durable
 
Easy to wash and look after
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Buttons and Zips

As standard our buttons are tonal to match the 
fabric, yet if you require a more bespoke look 
you can add a coloured button of your choice.
MOQ apply. 

To really add a  personal touch to your 
tailoring you can add your logo or a 
message to the button. MOQ apply. 

All zips we use within our garments are 
branded and designed to stand the test 
of time.

Pick any colour you like

Adding pattern and print

Zips



Adding Extra Personality

a.

b.c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

a. Collar contrast colour
Add your brand colour subtly by 
changing the collar colour.

b. Contrast out of breast pocket
Change the colour of the out of breast 
pocket colour.

c. Stitch detail around the lapel
Add a coloured stitching or piping 
around the lapel.

d. External pocket
Change the colour of the external 
pocket colour.

e. Cuff button stitching
Change the colour of the stitching 
around the cuff buttons

f. Button stitching
Change the colour of the stitching 
around the buttons

g. Button stitching
Change the colour of the stitching 
around the lapel button hole.

h. Vent stitching
Depending on which jacket style 
you have picked you can change the 
vent stitching.

The pink areas show the parts of the jacket that can be changed to make your 
jacket feel more unique to your brand

Jackets
Mens and Ladies

a. Front pocket stitching
Add a coloured colour stitch or piping 
as a subtle way of bringing your brand 
colours into your trousers.

b. Button stitching
Change the colour of the stitching 
around the buttons.

c. Waistband
Add a waistband colour or you 
can even add your brand logo as a 
rubberised shirt grip.

d. Back pocket stitching
Add a coloured stitch or piping as 
a subtle way of bringing your brand 
colours into your trousers.

e. Button stitching
Change the colour of the stitching 
around the buttons

The pink areas show the parts of the trousers that can be changed to make your 
trousers feel more unique to your brand

Trousers
Mens and Ladies

a.

c.

d.
e.

b.
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a.

a. Neck line
Dependent on which style 
you choose you can add a 
coloured stitching or piping 
around the neck line

b. Vent detail
Change the stitching detail 
on the vent to be your brand 
colour. You can also change 
the colour of the lining which 
is a nice way to bring in your 
brand colour. (See previous 
linings page.)

Depending on the dress style you have picked garment panels 
within the dress can be changed to be in your brand colours

Dresses

b.

a.

a. Vent detail 
Change the stitching detail 
on the vent to be your brand 
colour. You can also change 
the colour of the lining which 
is a nice way to bring in your 
brand colour. (See previous 
linings page.)

The pink areas show the parts of the skirt that can be 
changed to make your skirt feel more unique to your brand

Skirts

a.

b.

a. Pockets
Change the colour of your 
waistcoat pockets

b. Buttons
Change the stitching detail 
on the buttons

The pink areas show the parts of the waistcoat that can 
be changed to make your waistcoat feel more unique to 
your brand

Waistcoat
Mens and Ladies



Tax Tabbing 
Tax Tabs are a small label applied to garments, generally 
to identify them as a uniform, owned by the company, 
so they are not viewed by HMRC as a benefit in kind and 
adversely affect the wearer's tax code. This means of 
identification must be clearly visible and non-removable. 
A name badge will not suffice. However, if a garment 
is otherwise branded with the company logo, e.g. 
embroidered or printed, this is also generally acceptable 
to HMRC.

The majority of our tax tabs are small woven labels which 
can be sewn into a number of areas of a garment. They 
are generally relatively discreet, e.g. in the side seam, the 
cuff or pocket of a shirt, waistband of trousers or skirt 
and pocket flap of a jacket.  

Swing Tags and Labels
Alongside your uniform design project we are happy to 
personalise the swing tickets and labels to meet your 
brand and logistics needs. 

Delivery
We can offer a variety of delivery solutions to meet the 
needs of your specific project. 

Sustainable Packaging
Wherever possible we are committed to advancing 
our sustainability journey and are happy to work with 
you on your brand values for this crucial component 
of the project. 

The Finishing Details
So you have picked your style, fabric, linings and buttons. 
It’s now all about the extra details.

Minimum order quantities chart

300 Mens Jackets  uses 500m of fabric 
300 Mens Waistcoats uses 300m of fabric
500 Mens Trousers uses 700m of fabric

 
 

300 Ladies Jackets  uses 500m of fabric
300 Ladies Dresses uses 400m of fabric
300 Ladies Waistcoats uses 300m of fabric
500 Ladies Trousers uses 600m of fabric
500 Ladies Skirts uses 500m of fabric
 

Below is a handy chart which details approximately 
the amount of fabric that is used in each garment so 
that you can work out how many garments you need to 
meet the minimum order requirements. 

The minimum fabric order is between 1,000m and 
2000m per design and is dependent on the complexity 
of the fabric design.

Approx fabric consumption

How your uniform is produced

The Factories

Recycled Polyester

We don’t use agencies to manufacture our tailoring. We 
don’t use factories that we haven’t meticulously checked. 
We know who makes our clothing and we also expect the 
same from the partners we work with from the fabric mills 
to the button suppliers.

Our supply chain is industry leading in terms of 
compliance, sustainability and welfare so you can feel 
assured that we only work to  the highest practices. 

The Recycled Polyester fibre is made from 100% PET Plastic 
Bottles and is Certified by the Global Recycled Standard and 
is produced in a Green Mill powered by Bio Fuel. 

The bottles are sourced using various socially compliant 
sources such as Identified Collection Agencies, Reverse 
Vending Machines and collection drives at events. The bottles 
are cleaned, washed and crushed to create plastic flakes. The 
flakes are melted down and extruded to make fibre.

1 suit prevents 45 plastic 
bottles reaching landfill 
or our oceans.

45 
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Production

Creating a Fabric Sample

Lead Time
2 – 3 weeks

A large swatch is created for you to see the fabric 
in physical form

Creating a Garment Sample
Lead Time
2 – 3 weeks

We will use the approved fabric length to make 
samples of the chosen specification in the factory 
base we control that would also be used should the 
project progress all the way to bulk.

Creating a Sample Length

Lead Time
4 – 6 Weeks

Following the approval of the visual representation 
(handloom) this is turned in to a length of 20 metres

Production
Lead Time
Approx 26 Weeks

Included in our production lead-time is the time it takes 
to manufacture the fabric (following design approval) 
and the production of garments in our factory base 
offshore. We also include an allowance for sea freight 
which is the normal preferred method of transport back 
to the UK / EU. 

If you require a wearer trial we would work with you on 
the scope of the trial and any impacts on overall project 
timelines.



Complete the full look

Tell us about the clothing you 
need to complete your look

Our expert team are on hand to assist you 
with any questions you might have.

Did you know that we are not 
just tailoring specialists, we can 
manufacture your whole uniform. 

From shirts to soft shells, knitwear to 
outdoor coats, we can manufacture 
your whole look and bring your full 
uniform together.



clubclasscorporatewear.co.uk


